Don’t ditch your legacy equipment, give it an upgrade! Installing Micron DRAM and SSDs is one of the easiest and most affordable ways to speed up your deployments and improve server speeds.

Scale Up or Scale Out

Ready to buy new equipment? We can still help you cut costs!
Purchase new servers with the base memory package, then scale with Micron Server DRAM and Cloud SSDs.

No matter which path you choose, Micron’s high-density components enable processing at the speed of thought – essential for tomorrow’s technologies – and help you stretch your IT budget further.
DIY for your ROI

Data traffic may be exploding, but your servers don’t have to – and neither does your IT budget.

The number of digital devices and their traffic continue to grow, stressing data centers as never before. Overwhelmed, your servers may become sluggish, causing disruptions and downtime: costing you sales, customers and reputation.

Why can’t data centers keep up? Memory and storage are often the culprits: yesterday’s servers don’t have enough to keep pace with today’s demands.

And with data-generating internet-of-things devices proliferating and memory-consuming artificial intelligence technologies on their way, data center bottlenecks are only getting worse.

How do you deal with this influx of data? It’s time to update your servers with Micron.

We are here to help you find the right memory and storage upgrade.
Contact your sales rep today!